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Introduction 
 
After the second gulf war many international 

humanitarian organizations started their activities in 
Iraqi Kurdistan, a land and language previously 
unfamiliar to most of their staff. Naturally when one 
travels to an unknown land, the first thing of concern 
will be the tongue of the people. In such 
circumstances need of a book to teach foreigners 
Kurdish will be eminent. Very few attempts have 
been made in this direction.  

The present book is a phrase book; it aims to 
provide the reader with the most practical and 
popular Kurdish words and sentences. We have tried 
to cover most daily situations, events and 
ceremonies and avoid unnecessary ones and 
sophisticated grammatical rules. 

Kurdish is written mainly in two scripts; Latin 
and Arabic. Kurds of Turkey use a modified Latin 
alphabet and Kurds of Iraq and Iran use a modified 
Arabic Alphabet. The former can be easily 
remembered by readers familiar with European 
languages and the latter by readers familiar with 
Arabic alphabet. 

In this book we depend on both alphabets to let 
the reader choose whatever is appropriate for him. It 
is encouraging to mention that, compared to English; 
Kurdish pronunciation is easy and straightforward. 
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Almost all letters give only one sound and are 
always pronounced. So as soon as you learn the 
letters you can easily read Kurdish. Kurdish 
characters which are pronounced differently from 
English are given in the footer of all pages with 
sample words for easy reference. The rest of the 
Kurdish alphabet could be pronounced roughly like 
English.  

Apart from revising the contents, fixing spelling 
errors and adding many more essential words, the 
layout and size of the book have been changed to 
make it handier and easier to carry and use wherever 
you go.  
 
 

Nasih Othman 
Sulaymaniyah, 2002  
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Introducing Kurdish Alphabet 
 

   The following table shows Kurdish letters in both 
modified Latin and modified Arabic alphabets with 
equivalent pronunciation in English sample words: 
 

Kurdish   
character 
(Latin) 

Kurdish  
character 
(Arabic) 

 
Phonetic pronunciation 

A, a  Like  a in  arm, bad 
B, b  Like  b  in bed  
C, c  Like  j  in jack 

 ,    Like ch  in chair 
D, d  Like d in dad 
E, e   Like u in ugly, fun  

,      Like e  in end, hen 
F, f  Like f  in food 
G, g  Like g in gas 
H, h  Like h  in have 
I, i   Like I in chin but even 

shorter 
 ,    Like ee in bee, I  in Islam  
J, j  Like s in pleasure, French j 

in joli  
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K, k  Like k in kite 
O , o  Like o in office, pot 
P, p  Like p in pen 
Q, q  Like q in Iraq(local 

pronunciation) 
R, r  Like r in  brain, ferrous, 

red 
S, s  Like s in sea 

,    Like sh in shade 
T, t  Like t in tea 
U, u  Like u  in put 

,      Like oo in boost, , ooze 
V, v   Like v in move 
W, w  Like w in wear, tower 
X, x  Like German ch in nach, 

Spanish j in jose 
Y, y   Like y in yard, play 

Z, z  Like z In zero 
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Some Basic Grammar 

 
 

Vowels: 

 a, e, , i, , o, u,  
 
***** 

 

Articles:  
In Kurdish, articles come as suffixes joined to 

the end of the noun. They are k, yek(indefinite) and 
eke, ke, yeke, weke( definite).  
 
 Indefinite article:  
1: k, if the noun ends in a consonant. Example: 

 
jin woman jink     a woman 
kitb book kitbk      a book 
ew  night ewk     a night 

 
2: yek, if the noun ends in a vowel.  Example: 
 
Derga door Dergayek       a door  
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hlke egg hlkeyek         an egg 
sn tray snyek         a tray 
eqo knife eqoyek         a knife 
t iron tyek            an iron 

 
 definite article:   
1: eke if the noun ends in a consonant. Example: 
 
qelem pen qelemeke          the pen 
perdax glass perdaxeke        the glass 
kur boy kureke             the boy 
 
2: ke, yeke or weke,  if the name ends in a vowel. 
Example: 
 
rga           path rgake         the path  
pencere     window pencereke   the window 
ay           tea  ayyeke      the tea 
ho             cause ho(ye)ke      the cause 
xan          house xanweke    the house 

 
***** 
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Plurals  
Plural of a noun is made by adding “an” to 

the end of the noun if it ends in a consonant, or by 
adding “yan” if it ends in a vowel. If the noun ends 
in “e” it will be omitted.  
Example: 
Mindal child mindalan children 
ew night ewan nights 
dirext tree dirextan trees 
eqo knife eqoyan knives  
bira brother birayan brothers 
Mindaleke the child   mindalekan   the children   
Qutabxane school qutabxanan     schools 
areke the city arekan the cities 

  
***** 

 
Demonstrative pronouns 

 
this  eme 
that ewe 
these emane 
those ewane 

Example: 
This is a book. Eme  kitbe. 
What is that? Ewe ye? 
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These are my friends. Emane hawrekanmin. 
Who are those? Ewane kn? 

 
Note : 

If  the demonstrative pronoun comes directly 
before  the word it refers to, then the terminal e and 
ane of the demonstrative pronoun will detach and 
join the end of the words referred to.  Example: 
 
This book  em kitbe 
That room  ew jre 
These books em kitbane 
Those rooms ew jrane    
These  walls are dirty. Em dwarane psin. 
Who are those boys?   Ew kurane kn? 
I don’t remember this man. Em piyawe nanasimewe.  
 

***** 
 

Independent Personal Pronouns 
The following independent pronouns can 

be used in different positions in sentences such as 
subject, object( direct and indirect) or possessive. 
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I Min  
You To  
He, She, It Ew   
We me   
You(pl.) we  
They Ewan    

 
Example: 
Min erom.  I go. 
Be min  wut. He told me.  
Ew hat bo lay min. He came to me. 
Ew qelemekey min  bird. He took my pen. 
Ewan hawry men. They are our friends. 
 

Dependent Personal Pronouns: 
There are dependent or  attached 

pronouns for each of the above independent personal 
pronouns. The dependent pronoun  joins the end of a 
word and refers to its corresponding independent 
pronoun even if the latter is not present in the 
sentence or phrase. Two sets of such pronouns are 
necessary to remember. 
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Independent 

Personal Pronoun 
Corresponding 

Dependent Pronoun 

English Kurdish First set  Second set 
I Min im im 

You To  it 
He, She, 

It 
Ew e  

We me n man 
You we n tan 
They Ewan in yan 

The first set is used in the following situations: 
1) In simple sentences they join the end of a 

word( noun or   adjective but not a verb) where they 
simultaneously  play the role of the personal 
pronoun and  a verb to be compared to English. Two 
examples are given. The words in the first example 
end in a consonant and in the second they end in a 
vowel. Note that some miner changes have occurred 
after the vowel. The  first and second columns have 
the same meaning and both are correct i.e. the 
independent pronoun can be omitted in these 
sentences. 

 
Example one: 
Min zrekim Zrekim I am clever 
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To zrek  Zrek  You are clever 
Ew zreke  Zreke He is clever 
me zrekn Zrekn We are clever 
we zrekin Zrekin You are clever 
Ewan zrekin Zrekin They are clever 
 
Example two: 
Min mamostam Mamostam   I am a teacher 
To mamostay Mamostay    You are a teacher 
Ew mamostaye Mamostaye   He is a teacher 
me mamostayin Mamostayin  We are teachers 
we mamostan Mamostan  You are teachers 
Ewan mamostan Mamostan They are teachers 

 
2) When they join the end of transitive 

verbs in present tenses, they act as subjects. In  
Kurdish the dependent pronouns can join verbs and 
act as subjects or direct objects. So a single word( a 
form of a verb) can be a complete sentence. In the 
following example ens is the present base of the 
verb nsn , to write. the first and second columns 
have the same meaning and both are correct.  

 
Min ensim Ensim I write 
To ens  Ens You write 
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Ew ens  Ens He writes 
me ensn Ensn We write 
we ensin Ensin You write 
Ewan ensin Ensin They write     

 
In the next example ero, ending in a vowel, 

is  the present base of the verb rotin , to go. Note 
some minor changes after the vowel: 

 
Min erom  Erom I go 
To eroy  Eroy You go 
Ew erwa  Erwa He goes 
me eroyn  Eroyn We go 
we eron  Eron You go 
Ewan eron  Eron They go  
 
 
The second set is used in the following situations: 

1) To make the possessive form. 
Compare the following examples where the words  
cantake, (the bag), and bawk or bawuk (father) are 
possessed by each of the pronouns. In the second 
column the shorter dependent pronoun has replaced 
the independent form. Though the two expressions 
give the same meaning but the second is commonly 
used. Note  that “ , y ” in the first column is a 
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preposition meaning “of” and not a pronoun. Also 
note that  bawk ends in a consonant and  cantake  
ends in a vowel; minor changes in the pronoun has 
occurred due to this. This is because when two 
vowels come together, usualy one of them is 
omitted. 
  
Example one: 
bawki min  bawkim my father    
bawki to  bawkit your father 
bawki ew  bawk his/her father 
bawki me bawkman our father 
bawki we bawktan your father 
bawki ewan bawkyan their father  
 
Example two: 
cantakey min cantakem my bag 
cantakey to cantaket your bag 
cantakey ew cantakey his(her, it’s) bag 
cantakey me cantakeman    our bag 
cantakey we cantaketan      your bag 
cantakey ewan cantakeyan       their bag 

 
2) To act as subject  of a transitive verb in past 

tenses. In the following example xward is base of 
the verb xwardin, to eat. The first and second 
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columns have the same meaning and both are 
correct.  
 
Example one: 
Min xwardim Xwardim I ate  
To xwardit  wardit You ate 
Ew xward  Xward He ate   
me xwardman Xwardman   We ate 
we xwardtan Xwardtan You ate 
Ewan xwardyan Xwardyan They ate 
 
Example two: 
pwa is base of the  verb pwan, to measure. It ends 
in a vowel. Minor changes in the pronoun has 
occurred due to this. 

 
Min pwam Pwam Imeasured 
To pwat  Pwat You measured 
Ew pway  Pway He measured 
me pwaman Pwaman We measured 
we pwatan Pwatan You measured 
Ewan pwayan Pwayan They measured 
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Sentence Formation  
Sequence of words in Kurdish sentences is as 

follows: 
subject..adverb..object..verb..indirect object 

Example:  
Min… nameyekim…ns…bo…hawrkem. 
I…a letter…wrote…to…my friend. 
 
wan…beyan…eron…bo…Germyan. 
They…tomorrow…go…to…Garmyan.  

***** 
 

Negation 
There are three main ways to negate a 

sentence: 
 
1) n:  by adding  n  before the attached independent 
pronoun in simple sentences with no verb. Example: 

 
I am tall.     Min dirjim. 
I am not tall. Min dirj nm. 
You are clever. To zrekt. 
You are not clever.  To zrek nt.  
It is big.  Ew gewreye. 
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It is not big. Ew gewre nye.  
We are right.     me rastn. 
We are not right. me rast nn. 
You are wrong.  we helen. 
You are not wrong. we hele nn. 
They are boys.   Ewan kurin. 
They are not boys.    Ewan kur nn.  

 
2) ne:  by adding  ne before past verbs. Example 
 
I went.  Min m. 
I did not go.     Min nem. 
He was there. Ew ler b. 
He was not there. Ew ler neb. 
They came. Ewan hatin. 
They did not come.  Ewan nehatin.    

 
3) Na: all verbs in present tense begin with “de” or 
“e”.  By replacing  this part of the verb with na  we 
will get the negative form. Example: 
 
I write.  Min ensim. 
I don’t write. Min nansim. 
She cries.  Ew egr. 
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She does not cry. Ew nagir. 
We sleep.  me enyn. 
We don’t sleep. me nanyn.        

 
***** 

 

Verbs  
Correct usage of  verbs, though essential, 

comprises a major challenge for learners of any 
language. In Kurdish, this is more so because 
various changes occur in the verb endings depending 
on the tense of the verb and its subject, fairly 
comparable to French. For this reason the reader of 
this manual does not need to bother much about this 
matter and he/she should not be discouraged  while 
encountering difficulties in learning verbs; 
continuous practice and attention will pave the way 
to correct usage. In the following paragraphs  few 
example will be given on different tenses of 
transitive and intransitive verbs. 

 
Kirn  to buy 

past simple:  
Min kirm.  I bought 
To kirt.  You  bought. 
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Ew kir.  He( she, it) bougut. 
me kirman. We bought. 
we kirtan. You bouhgt. 
Ewan kiryan. They bought. 
 
Past continous: 
Min emkir. I was buying. 
To etkir.  You were buying. 
Ew eykir.  He was buying. 
me emankir. We were buying. 
we etankir. You were buying. 
Ewan eyankir. They were buying. 
 
Present simple & Future: 
Min ekirim. I (will) buy. 
To ekirt.  You buy. 
Ew ekirt.  He/She/It buys. 
me ekirn. We buy. 
we ekirin. You buy. 
Ewan ekirin. They buy.  
 

Nsn to write 
Past simple: 
Min nsm. I wrote. 
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To nst.  You wrote. 
Ew ns.  He wrote. 
me nsman. We wrote. 
we nstan. You wrote. 
Ewan nsyan. They wrote. 
 
Past continuous: 
Min emns I was writing. 
To etns.  You were writing. 
Ew eyns.  He was writing. 
me emanns. We were writing. 
we etanns. You were writing. 
Ewan eyanns. They were writing. 
 
 
Present simple & Future: 
Min ensim. I (will) write. 
To enst.  You write. 
Ew enst.  He writes. 
me ensn. We write. 
we ensin. You write. 
Ewan ensin. They write. 
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n  to go 
Past simple: 
Min m.  I went. 
To yt.  You went. 
Ew .  He went. 
me yn.  We went. 
we n.  You went. 
Ewan n.  They went. 
 
Past continuous: 
Min em.  I was going. 
To eyt.  You were going. 
Ew e.  He was going. 
me eyn. We were going. 
we en.  You were going. 
Ewan en. They were going. 
 
Present simple and future:  
Min eim.  I (will) go. 
To et.  You go. 
Ew et.  He goes. 
me en.  We go. 
we ein.  You go. 
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Ewan ein.  They go. 
 

Nustin to sleep 
Past simple: 
Min nustim. I slept. 
To nustt.  You slept. 
Ew nust.  He slept. 
me nustn. We slept. 
we nustin. You slept. 
Ewan nustin. They slept. 
 
Present simple and future:  
Min enm.  I (will) sleep. 
To enyt.  You sleep. 
Ew enu.  He sleeps. 
me enyn. We sleep. 
we enn.  You sleep. 
ewan enn. They sleep. 

**** 
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Common Verbs 
In the following table the two most popular tenses( past and present simple) of 

some common verbs are given for the six pronouns. 
 

Verb 
 

Tense Min 
I 

To 
You 

Ew 
He 

me 
We 

we 
You 

Ewan 
They 

Hatin 
To come 

Past Hatim Hatt Hat Hatn Hatin Hatin 

Pres Dm Dyt Dt Dyn Dn Dn 

Rotin 
 To go 

Past Rotim Rott Rot Rotn Rotin Rotin 

Pres Erom Eroyt Erwat Eroyn Eron Eron 

Hestan 
To stand  

Past Hestam Hestayt Hesta Hestayn Hestan Hestan 

Pres Heldesim Heldest Heldes  Heldesn Heldesin Heldesin 
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Danitin 
To sit 

Past Danitim Danitt  Danit Danitn Danitin Danitin 
Pres Dadenim Dadent Dadent Dadenn Dadenin Dadenin 

Kirdin 
To do, to 
make 

Past Kirdim Kirdit Kird  Kirdman Kirdtan Kirdyan 

Pres Dekem Dekeyt Dekat Dekeyn Deken Deken 

Bn 
To be, 
 to become 

Past Bm Byt B Byn Bn Bn 

Pres Debim Debt Debt Debn Debin Debin 

Tewaw bn 
To end, 
 get 
completed 

Past Tewaw 
bm  

Tewaw 
byt 

Tewaw b Tewaw 
byn 

Tewaw 
bn 

Tewaw bn 

Pres Tewaw 
debim 

Tewaw 
debt 

Tewaw 
debt 

Tewaw 
debn 

Tewaw 
debin 

Tewaw 
debin 

Tewaw 
kirdin 

Past Tewawim 
kird 

Tewawit 
kird 

Tewaw 
kird 

Tewawman 
kird 

Tewawtan 
kird 

Tewawyan 
kird 
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To put end 
to, 
to finish 

Pres Tewaw 
dekem 

Tewaw 
dekeyt 

Tewaw 
dekat 

Tewaw 
dekeyn 

Tewaw 
deken 

Tewaw 
deken 

Birdin 
To take 

Past Birdim Birdit Bird  Birdman Birdtan Birdyan 
Pres Debem Debeyt Debat Debayn Deben Deben 

Hnan 
To get, to 
fetch 

Past Hnam Hnat Hnay Hnaman Hnatan Hnayan 

Pres dehnim dehnt dehn  dehnn dehnin dehnin 
Nardin 
To send 

Past Nardim Nardit Nard  Nardman Nardtan Nardyan 
Pres Denrim Denrt Denr  Denrn Denrin Denrin 

Xwndi-
newe 
To read 

Past Xwndi-
mewe 

Xwndi-
tewe 

Xwndi-
yewe 

Xwndi-
manewe 

Xwndi-
tanewe 

Xwndi-
yanewe 

Pres Dexwni-
mewe 

Dexwn-
tewe 

Dexwn-
tewe 

Dexwn-
newe 

Dexwni-
newe 

Dexwni-
newe 

Frotin 
To sell 

Past Frotim Frotit Frot  Frotman Frottan Frotyan 

Pres defroim  defrot defrot  defron defroin defroin 
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Wstin 
To want 
to, 
To need 

Past Wstim Wstit Wst  Wstman Wsttan Wstyan 

Pres Demew  Detew Deyew Demane-w Detanew Deyanew 

Kewtin 
To fall 
To fail 

Past Kewtim Kewtt Kewt Kewtn Kewtin Kewtin 

Pres Dekewim Dekewt Dekewt Dekewn Dekewin Dekewin 

Dern 
To 
succeed 
To come 
(go)out 

Past Derm Deryt Der Deryn Dern Dern 

Pres Derdeim Derdet Derdet Derden Derdein Derdein 

Geran 
To search 
To wander 

Pasrt Geram Gerayt Gera Gerayn Geran Geran 

Pres Degerm Degeryt Degert Degeryn Degern Degern 

Win 
kirdin 

Past Winim kird Winit kird Win kird Winman 
kird 

Wintan 
kird 

Winyan 
kird 
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To loose Pres Win dekem Win 
dekeyt 

Win dekat Win dekeyn Win deken Win deken 

Doznewe 
To find 

Past Dozmewe Doztewe Dozyewe Dozma-
newe 

Dozta-
newe 

Dozya-
newe 

Pres Dedozi-
mewe 

Dedoz-
tewe 

Dedoz-
tewe 

Dedoz-
newe 

Dedozi-
newe 

Dedozi-
newe 

Jimardin 
To count 

Past jimardim Jimardit Jimard  Jimard-man Jimardtan Jimardyan 

Pres Dejim-
rim 

Dejimrt Dejimrt  Dejimrn Dejimrin Dejimrin 

Zann 
To know 

Past Zanm Zant Zan Zanman Zantan Zanyan 
Pres Dezanim Dezant Dezant Dezann Dezanin Dezanin 

Qise    
kirdin 
To speak 

Past Qisem kird Qiset kird Qisey kird Qiseman 
kird 

Qisetan 
kird 

Qiseyan 
kird 

Pres Qise 
dekem 

Qise 
dekeyt 

Qise dekat Qise dekeyn Qise deken Qise deken 

Hewil dan 
To try 

Past Hewilm da Hewlit da Hewl da Hewlman 
da 

Hewltan 
da 

Hewlyan 
da 
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Pres Hewil 
dedem 

Hewil 
dedeyt 

Hewil 
dedat 

Hewil 
dedeyn 

Hewil 
deden 

Hewil 
deden 

Nasn 
To know 
smebody  

Past Nasm Nast Nas Nasman Nastan Nasyan 
Pres Denasim Denast Denast Denasn Denasin Denasin  

Mirdin 
To die 

Past Mirdim Mirdt Mird Mirdn Mirdin Mirdin 
Pres Demrim Demrt Demrt Demrn Demrin Demrin 
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Essential Words and Expressions 

 
Some forms of address 
 

Mr.(addressing 
males) 

Kak  

Mr. Ali Kak Eli   
Mrs. Xat, Bac , 

..xan 

 

Mrs. Roonak Xat (Bac) 
Rnak 

 

 Rnak xan  
Miss Xan  
Ladies and 
gentlemen 

Xuku 
brayan 

 

Friend Hawr  
Colleague Hawkar  
Dear Berz  
Your highness. Qurban.    
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Greetings 
 

 
Good morning.  Beyan  ba  
Good afternoon. Nwero ba  
Good evening. ware ba  
Good night ew ba  
Good day. Roj ba  
Hello. Merheba.  
How are you? on ?  
How do you do? Le iyay?  
Pleased to see 

you. 
Xohalim be 

bnnit. 

 

What are you 
doing? 

Xerki t?  

Good bye. Xwa hafz.  
See you 

tomorrow. 
Beyan 

etbnimewe. 

 

Pleasant journey. Seferki xo  
Please. Bzehmet, 

Tikaye 
 

Excuse me. Bibre,   
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Bzehmet 
I don't know. Nazanim  
Yes. Bel.  
No. Nexr, Na.  
 
 
Thanks 

 
Thank you. Supas.  
Not at all. ayan  niye.  
I am grateful 

to you. 
Memnnim.  

That is alright Zor bae(ake).  ( 
Thank you for  
 

   your help.     
 

   your advice. 
 

   invitation. 
 

   present. 

Supas bo  
   yarmetyeket. 

amojgaryeket.  
 

daweteket. 
dyaryeket. 
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Request 
      

May I 
come in? 
ask? 
 

smoke? 
pass? 

Etwanim 
bme jrewe? 
bipirsim? 
 

cigere bikim 
tperim? 

 
 
 
    
 

Would you 
please come  
with me? 
 

explain it to 
me? 
 
give me? 
 
help me? 

 
 

say it again? 
 
 

show me? 
 

stop here 
 
take me to..? 
 

Bzehmet 
legelim nayeyt? 
 
bom rn 
nakeytewe? 

 

namdeyt? 
 

yarmetm 
nadey? 

 

bom 
nalytewe? 

 

nanim nadey? 
 

lreda nawest 
 
nam bey bo 
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translate? 
 

 
write it down? 

 
bom terceme  
nakey? 
 
bom nans?   
 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

Sympathy  and regret 


 
That is a pity! Heyf!  
I am sorry. Be daxewe.  
How unpleasant! end naxoe!  
I am really sorry. Zor be daxewe. 

 
 

Zor daway 
lburdin ekem. 

 
 

 
I am deeply 

grieved. 
Zorim p naxoe.  

I express my 
condolescences.  

Xotan xo bin.  
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Apologies  
  

Excuse me.  Bim bexe. 
 Lm bibre. 

 
 

I beg your 
pardon. 

Daway l burdin 
ekem 


 

Don’t be angry! Aciz mebe!  
Don’t take 

offence! 
Meygire dil!  

Excuse me for 
being late! 

 
 

not being able 
to come! 
 

Bimbre 
direng kewtim! 

 
nemtwan bm! 
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Congratulations  


Congratulations! Proze!  
Many happy 

returns of the 
day 

Hem sal be 
xo! 


 

Happy new year. Sal nw proz.  
Happy birthday Roj ledayik 

bnit piroz. 


 

I wish you 
happiness. 

 
 

good health. 
 

good luck. 
success. 

 
 

Hway 
bextyart 
selamett 
xobextt  
serkewtinit 
 

   bo exwazim. 
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Questions 
  

Why?  Bo?  
How? on?  
When? Key?  
What? ?  
Where? Lekw ?  
How much? end?  
How many? end?  
How long? Heta key?  
What do you call 

this? 
Beme eln  ?  

What does this 
mean? 

Eme yan ?  

What does that 
word mean? 

Ew wueye 
yan ? 


 

Do you speak 
English?  

nglz ezan?   

What is this(that)? 
 

Eme(ewe) ye? 
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Some emergency expressions 
Help! Firyam kewin!  
Danger! Xeter!  
Be quick! Xrake!  
Get a car! Seyareyek peyda 

ke. 


 
Fire! Agir!  
Thief! Diz!  
I am lost! Win bm!  
I am drowning! Xinkam!  
Leave me 

alone! 
Wazim l bne.  

Stop! Raweste!  
Look! Birwane!  
Look out! Wirya be!  
Stop that man! Ew pyawe bigrin!  
I have lost my 

bag! 
Cantakem l win 

bwe! 


 

Call police! Pols bang bike!  
Lie down! Raki!  
Don’t move! Mecl!  
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Some common adjectives 
Beautiful ugly Ciwan narn  
Big small Gewre bik  
Clean dirty Pak ps  
Early * late Z * direng   
Expensive cheap Giran herzan  
Good bad Ba  xirap  
Happy sad Dilxo 

dilteng  

 

Heavy light Qurs sk  
High low Beriz nizim  
Long short Dirj kurt  
Much Little Zor kem  
Pleasant 
unpleasant 

Xo   naxo   

Quick slow Xra hwa   
Sharp dull tj kul  
Strong weak Behz lawaz  
Sweet bitter rn tal  
Warm cold Germ sard  
Wide narrow Pan tesik  
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Numerals 

      
1 Yek  
2 D  
3 S   
4 war  
5 Pnc  
6 e   
7 Hewt  
8 Het  
9 No  
10 De  
11 Yanze  
12 Dwanze  
13 Syanze  
14 warde   
15 Panze  
16 anze   
17 Hevde  
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18 Hejde  
19 Nozde  
20 Bist  
21 Bistu yek  
30 S   
40 il   
50 Penca  
60 est    
70 Hefta  
80 Heta  
90 Newed  
100 Sed  
101 Sedu yek  
200 D sed   
300 S sed   
400 war sed   
500 Penc sed  
600 e sed    
700 Hewt sed  
800 Het sed  
900 No sed  
1000 Hezar  
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2000 D hezar      
10,000 De hezar  
100,000 Sed hezar  
1,000,000 Yek 

milyon 
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Ordinal numbers 
By adding “em” if the number ends in a consonant,  
or “yem” if it ends in a vowel to the end of the word  
we get the  ordinal form.   

First Yekem  
Second Dhem   
Third Syem   
4th   warem   
5th  Pncem  
6th  eem    
7th Hewtem  

  8th Hetem  
9th Noyem  
10th Deyem  
11th  Yazdeyem  
20th   Bistem  
100th  Sedem   
145th Sedu ilu 

pncem 
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Colours  
         

Brown Qawey   
Green Sewz  
Grey Resas, xolem    
Mauve Mor  
Orange Pirteqal   
Pink Pemey   
Purple Erxewan   
Red Sr  
Scarlet Al  
Violet Wenewey   
White Sip   
Yellow Zerd  
Light Kal  
Dark Tox, tr  
Black  and 

white 
Reu sip    

Coloured Rengawreng  
Golden Altn   
Colourless Breng  
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Time 
         

Century Sede  
Decade Deye  
Year Sal  
Month Mang  
Week Hefte  
Day Roj  
Night ew  
Hour Se’at, katjmr  
Minute Deqqe, xulek  
Second Saniye, irke  
Morning Beyan   
Noon Nwero  
Afternoon Esir, pa nwero  
Evening ware  
Midnight Nweew  
Today Emro  
Yesterday Dwn   
Tomorrow Sibeyn   
Day before 

yesterday 
Pr   
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Next week Heftey dahat   
Last month Mang raburd   
This year Em sal  
 
Days of the week 

   
Saturday emme  
Sunday Yekemme  
Monday Demme   
Tuesday Semme  
Wednesday waremme  
Thursday Pncemme  
Friday Cumme  
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Months of the year 
   

January Kann  dhem  
February ubat  
March Mart  
April Nsan  
May Mayis  
June Huzeyran  
July Temz  
August Ab  
September Eyll  
October Tirn  yekem  
November Tirn dhem  
December Kann yekem  

***** 
Seasons 


Spring Behar  
Summer Hawn  
Autumn Payiz  
Winter Zistan  
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Telling time 

        
What time is it? Se’at ende?  
It is one o’clock. Se’at yeke.  
It is half past one (Se’at) yek u 

nwe. 
 

It is one twenty. Yeku bst 
deqeye. 

 

It is one forty. Yeku il 
deqeye. 

 

It is quarter to 
two. 

arek ew bo 
d. 

 

It is quarter past 
one. 

Yek areke.   

What day is it 
today? 

Emro end 
emmeye? 

 

What is the date 
today? 

Emro end  
mange. 
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Arrival   
 

Hello every body Selamun eleykum 
 

Welcome to 
Kurdistan. 

Bexrby bo 
Kurdistan. 


 

Thank you very 
much. 

Zor supas  

It is a very nice 
place 

wnk zor xoe 
  

I am really 
pleased to be in 
Kurdistan. 

Berast xohalim 
bewey hatmete 
Kurdistan. 





 

Where are you 
from? 

Xelki kwy?    

I am from 
Britain. 

Xelki Bertanyam. 
 

I am American. Emerkaym.  
Your passport, 

please! 
Pesaporteket  

bzehmet! 


 
Please. Ferm   
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Of which 
organization 
you are? 

Ser be kam 
rkxraw 
(munezzemey)? 




 
Where are you 

going? 
Bo kw e?  

I am going to 
Erbil. 

Eim bo  Hewlr  

My organization 
is based in 
Sulaimniyah. 

Rkxrawekem le 
Silemanye. 


 

Is this your first 
time here? 

Eme yekem care 
by bo re? 


 

Can you show me 
the way to a 
hotel? 

Etwan tlkim 
nan bidey? 


 

Where is the 
terminal to 
Erbil( Hewler)? 

Neqlyati Hewlr le 
kwye? 




 
Taxi, can you 

take me to this 
address please? 

Teks, bzehmet 
bimbe bo em 
inwane.  
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Conversation on the street 
 

Hello, excuse 
me… 

Merheba, 
bezehmet… 


 

How can I help 
you? 

Ferm!   

Dou you speak 
English( 
Arabic)? 

nglz( Ereb) 

ezan?   


 

No, I am sorry. Nexr bedaxewe  
What is this 

town(street) 
called? 

Em 
are(cadeye) 
naw ye?   


 

Do you know  
where … 
headquarters is? 

Ezan baregay 
… le kwye? 

…
 

Is any foreign 
organization 
working in this 
town? 

H rkxrawk 
biyan lem 
are kar deka?    



 

Can you show me 
a hotel( 
restaurant), 
please? 

Bzehmet 
etwan 
tlkim(met’
emkim) nan 
bidey?  
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What is the way 
to the UN 
office?  

Rgey ofis UN 
le kwweye? 


UN 

I want to go to … 
office. 

Emew biim 
bo ofis … 


… 

How can I get a 
taxi? 

on teksyek 
bigrim? 


 

Where is the 
nearest police 
station? 

Nizktrn binkey 
pols le 
kwye? 


 

Where is the 
main market? 

Bazar serek 
kameye? 


 

Can you guide 
me to … ? 

Etwan 
bimgeyente 
…? 


… 
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In the taxi 


Can you take me 
to … 

Etwan bimbey bo 
…  


… 

Where do you 
go? 

Bo kw e ?  

Do you know this  
address? 

Em nwane ezan?   

How much is the 
fee? 

Be end embey?  

Isn’t that too 
much? 

Ewe  zor nye?  

Go straight then 
turn to left 
(right). 

 Rek bro nca p 
bikerewe bo lay 
ep ( rast). 





 

Can you slow 
down please? 

Bzehmet toz 
hwa kerewe.  


 

Don’t drive so 
fast ,I am not in  
a hurry. 

Ewende xra l 
mexure, min 
pelem niye. 




 
Can you  drive a 

little faster , I 
am late. 

Toz  xratir 
lxure, min  
direngme. 
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When you want 
to get off, tell 
me. 

Eger wistit dabez 
pm bil.   


 

I get down here. Lre da ebezim.  
Getting down! (in 

buses)! 
Dabezn heye!  

 
 

 
Travelling by bus 

 
Within the city one can take a taxi for quick travel. 
Buses and minibuses move regularly from a 
common station to different quarters always taking a 
fixed route. One can either get on from the terminal 
or anywhere in the course.  
 
  
Where is the bus 

terminal for 
Rizgary please?  

Bzehmet gerac 
pas Rizgar  le 
kwye? 




 
Where does this 

bus go? 
Em pase bo kw 

e? 


 

Where do you 
go? 

To bo kw   ?  
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Does it pass by 
..? 

Lay … t eper?  

Any one getting 
down? 

Dabezn heye? 
Kes da ebez? 

 
 

I will get down 
nearby. 

Lem nizkane da 
ebezim 

 

How much is the 
fee? 

Kirke  ende?  

This is the last 
stop. 

Eme dwa 
wstgeye. 
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Making friends 
 

Good morning. Beyant ba.   
Hello! Merheba!  
May I introduce 

myself. 
Xomit p binas 

nim.  
 

May I introduce 
my friend. 

Hawrkemit p 
binasnim. 


 

My name is (I am 
) John Brown 

Min nawim John 
Browne. 

 

Nice to meet you. Xohalim be 
nasnit. 



Are you staying in 
this hotel? 

To lem tle 
dabezw? 


 

Do you speak 
English? 

nglz ezan?  

May  I invite you 
to a cup of tea? 

Ba bin ayek 
bixoynewe. 


 

From which 
country are you? 

Xelk kam 
wulat? 

 

I am from ..  . Xelk ..m   
How long will you 

stay here? 
Mawey end 

lre 
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emntewe? 
For which 

organization you 
work? 

Legel kam 
munazzeme  
ekey? 


 

Are you alone or 
with your 
family? 

Tenyay yan 
legel 
xzaneket? 


 

I would like to 
invite you to my 
home. 

Hez ekem 
dawetit kem bo 
malewe. 


 

Are you free on 
Fridays? 

Rojan cum’e 
bkar? 


 

Have you been to 
this country 
before? 

Ptir haty bo 
em wulate? 


 

 Do you like to 
come with me?  

Hez ekey 
legelim by? 


 

When shall I 
come? 

Key bm.  

This I my address. Eme 
nawnanekeme. 

 

It has been very 
nice to meet 
you. 

Zor xohal bm 
be bnnit. 


 

I hope we meet 
again. 

Hwadarim 
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yektir 
bibnnewe. 
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In the hotel 
 

Where is the best 
hotel of the 
city? 

Batirn tl em 
are le kwye. 


 

I want a room 
with two beds. 

Jrk d kesm 
ew. 


 

It has been 
reserved for me. 

Bom hiciz 
kirawe. 

 

I like a room 
overlooking the 
street. 

Hezim le jrke 
beser cadekeda 
birwan. 




 
Is there a 

telephone in the 
room? 

Jreke telefon 
tdaye? 


 

What is the price 
per night? 

ew be ende?  

Does this include 
the breakfast? 

Be  nan 
beyanewe? 

 

May I see the 
room? 

Etwanim jreke 
bibinim 


 

What is my room 
number? 

Jimarey jrekem 
ende? 


 

I don’t know how Nazanim end roj 
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long I will stay.  emnimewe.  
What do you 

serve for 
breakfast?  

Beyaniyan tan 
heye? 


 

Is there a 
restaurant in 
this hotel? 

Em tle met’em 
tdaye? 


 

 
 
Restaurant and  food 



Basic vocabulary 
Appetite  tiha  
Bar Bar  
Beer  Bre  
Bitter Tal  
Bottle Butil  
Bread Nan  
Breakfast Nani beyan   
Butter Kere  
Cafe axane  
Cheese Penr  
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Chicken Mirk  
Chicken, cooked Mirki kulaw  
Chicken, grilled Mirki birjaw  
Coffee Qawe  
Coca Cola Sard   
Fruit Juice Awi mwe,   
Cold Sard  
Cream Qeymax  
Cup Kp  
Dinner Qawelt   
Dish Qap  
Egg Hlke  
Egg, boiled Hlkey kulaw  
Egg, fried(with 
oil) 

Hlkew  ron  

Fish Mas   
Fork etal  
Glass Perdax  
Jam Muraba  
Honey Hengwn  
Hot Gerim  
Kebab  Kebab  
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Knife eqo  
Lamb Berx  
Lunch Nani nwero  
Meat Got  
Milk r  
Pepper Bber  
Restaurant Met'em, 

txane 

 

Rice Birinc  
Salad Zelate  
Salt Xw    
Salty Swr  
Sauce Sas  
Soup Sp  
Sour Tir    
Spoon Kewik  
Sugar ekir  
Supper Nani ware  
Table Mz  
Tasteless Btam  
Tasty Betam  
Tea a, ay   
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Tea glass Pyale  
Tea, with milk iru  a    
Tea, with sugar ay rn  
Tea, without 
sugar 

ay tal  

Teapot Qor   
Teaspoon Kewiki ay   
Turkey Qel  
Water Aw  
Wine erab  
Yogurt Mast  
Yogurt with 
water 

Mastaw  

 

Conversation at the restaurant    
 
Is there a 

restaurant  
nearby? 

Lem nizkane 
met'em heye? 


 

Is there a 
hamburger 
shop nearby?  

Lem nizkane 
dkan hemberger 
heye? 


 

I am (very) (Zor) birsme.  
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hungry. 
Which rest. is 

good? 
Kam met'eme 

bae? 
 

Welcome, how 
can I help 
you? 

Bexrby, fem,  
exoy?   




 
Menu please. Listeke(mny), b 

zehmet. 


 
Is food ready? Xwardin amadeye?  
Where shall 

we sit? 
Le kw  dann?  

This table is 
convenient. 

Em mze bae.  

The ashtray is 
missing. 

Tepleki l niye.  

May I see the 
menu? 

Detwanim 
mnyeke 
bibinim? 


 

Do you serve 
wine (beer)?
  

Merb(bre)tan 
heye? 


 

What dishes 
do you have? 

tan heye?  

I like kebab. Min hezim le 
kebabe. 

 

Bring me Bzehmet toz  
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some soup 
please. 

spim bo bne.  

I did not order 
this. 

Emem dawa 
nekirdb. 

 

What does this 
food consist 
of? 

Em xwardine  
tdaye? 


 

Bring me a 
spoon (a 
fork) , 
please. 

Bzehmet 
kewkkim 
(etalkim) bo 
bne. 





 

This spoon 
(fork) is 
dirty, change 
it to me. 

Em kewike( 
etale) pse, bom 
bigore. 




 
Bring me(us)  

some cold 
water. 

Hend awi sardim( 
sardman) bo 
bne.   



 

Where are the 
toilets? 

Tewalt le 
kwdaye? 

 

Bring me 
some more 
soup, please! 

Bezehmet tozki tir 
spim bo bne. 


 

The same for 
me also. 

Heman it bo 
min. 
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What do you 
prefer, meat 
or poultry? 

Hezit le ye, got 
ya mirk? 


 

Would you 
like some 
whisky( 
mineral 
water). 

Toz wiskt( awi 
me’dent) naw ?  



 

No, thank you. Nexr, supas.  
Just a little. Yek toz.  
Bring me 2 

broaches of 
kebab.  

D   kebabim bo 
bne  


 

Bring me rice 
& broth. 

Birincu ilem bo 
b ne. 

 

What broth 
you have? 

iley tan heye?  

Beans, lady’s 
fingers and 
aubergines 

Fasolya u bamye u 
bayncan. 


 

Some bouillon 
of turkey! 

Toz aw qelim bo 
bne. 


 

The meal is 
too salty. 

Xwardineke zor 
swre. 


 

Your meal was 
very 

Xwardineket zor 
betam b.  
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delicious.  
Bon appetite. Aftit b.   
The bill 

please. 
Hisabeke, 

bezehmet. 


 
We would like 

to have our 
bills 
separately. 

Heryeke becya 
boman hisab 
bike. 


 

We would like 
to have a 
joint bill. 

Hemy Pkewe 
hisab bike. 


 

Don’t you like 
tea? 

ay  
naxoy(naxon)?  

 

Let it be light 
(strong). 

Ba rn( xest) b.    
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Shopping 
 

Basic Vocabulary 

Bag Canta  
Battery Pl  
Battery, large Pl gewre  
Battery, medium 

size 
Pl waset  

Battery, small 
size 

Pl qelem   

Button Dugme, qope  
Camera Kamra  
Cigarette Cigere  
Cigarette lighter erx   
Film Film  
Hair comb ane  
Hair drier( curler) Muceffife  
Hand light 
 (torch) 

Layit  

Ink Merekeb  
Knife eqo   
Mirror Awne  
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Nail Bizmar  
Nail clipper Nnokker  
Needle Derz   
Paper Kaxez  
Pen Pandan  
Pencil Qelem( qelemi 

resas) 


 
Pipe Payp, sebil  
Razor blade Gwzan  
Shampoo ampo   
Shaving cream Derman( 

me’cn) r  


 

Shaving machine Mekney r 
tan 

 

Shoe wax Boyaxi plaw  
Shop Dkan  
Soap Sabn  
Socks Gorew   
Thread Dez   
Tobacco Ttin  
Tooth brush Filey dan  
Tooth paste Derman( 
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me’cn) dan  
Watch  Se’at  
Market Bazar  
Wheat Flour Ard  
Rice Birinc  
Shirt Kiras  
Neck tie Boyinbax  
Scarf Mil p   
Pajama Bicame  
Handkerchief Destesir( desir)  
Shoes Plaw  
Sandals Ne’il   
Pants  ort  
Underwear Jr kiras  
Trousers Pantol  
Sherwal(local 

trousers) 
erwal  

Suit qat  
Belt Qayi   
Pishtehn( cloth 

rolled around 
the waist in 
local dress) 

Pitn  
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Conversation at a general shop 
 
Have you got 

razor blades? 
Gwzant heye?  

Can you give me 
a mirror? 

Awneyekim 
nadeyt? 

 

How much is 
that? 

Bay ende?  

Isn’t that too 
much. 

Zor niye?  

Can’t it be for .. 
Dinars? 

Be … dnar 
nab? 

… 

I need a bigger 
one. 

Daneyek 
gewretirim 
ew. 


 

Okay I will take 
this.   

Bae eme ebem.  

Pack it for me 
please. 

Bezehmet bom 
biperewe. 


 

How much is 
sugar per kg? 

Kloy ekir be 
ende? 


 

Give me one kilo 
(weigh for me 1 
kilo) 

Kloyekim ber 
(Kloyekim bo 
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bike.)  
How much it all 

makes 
Hemy ekate 
end? 


 

Here is 100 
Dinars. 

Ferm ewe sed 
dnar.   


 

God bless( your 
money). 

Bezyad b.   

God bless (your 
sales). 

Xwa rizqit bida.  

Take your 
change. 

Ferm 
baqyeket. 


 

 
 

Conversation at the grocer’s 


 
I want some local 

rice. 
Birinc  kurdm 

ew.   


 

Have you got 
sugar? 

ekirit  heye?  

What sort of oil 
you have got?  

  core  ronkit  
heye?   


 

I want sunflower Zeit guleberojem 
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oil. ew.  
 

I want one (half) 
kilo of … 

Yek (nw) klo …m 
ew. 


 

Can you give me 
a can of tomato 
juice? 

Qutyek doaw 
temetam 
nadeyt? 




 
Is that a good 

juice? 
Eme doaw ake? 

 
I need some good 

coffee. 
Hend qawey 

baim dew.  


 

This does not 
seem to be 
good. 

Eme lewe na ba 
b. 


 

Don’t you have 
some thing 
better? 

itk batirit la 
nye? 


 

Can I see it? Etwanim bibnim?  
Can I taste it? Etwanim tam 

bikem? 
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Conversation at the green grocer’s 
 

Fruits and vegetables 
Apple Sw  
Bananas Moz  
Cabbage Kelerim   
Cherry Glas  
Cucumber Xeyar  
Fig Hencr  
Garlic Sr  
Grapes Tir   
Grapes, black Tiry re   
Grapes, white Tiry sip   
Lettuce Kah   
Melon Kalek  
Onion Piyaz  
Orange Pirteqal  
Parsley Kerewuz  
Peach Qox  
Pear Herm     
Pomegranates Henar  
Potatoes Petate  
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Tomatoes Temate  
Water melon t    
 
 
 
Conversation 
How much is a 

kilo of … 
Kloy … be 
ende? 

…
 

It is too 
expensive, 
can’t it be 
less? 

Zor girane, 
kemtir nab. 


 

Can’t it be for 
.. Dinars? 

Be … dnar 
nab? 

…  

Weigh for me 
2 kilos of 
cucumber. 

D klo xeyarim 
bo bike.  


  

Weigh for me 
a good water 
melon. 

tyek baim 
bo bike. 


  

How much is 
tomatoe (per 
kilo)? 

Temete be 
ende? 

 

Don’t put in 
rotten ones. 

H genw t 
meke.   
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Put in good 
ones. 

H ba tke.   

I don’t want 
those. 

Ewanem  naw.   

 
 
Conversation at the diary dealer’s 


Dairy dealers in Kurdistan offer milk & it’s products 
such as yogurt, doh(buttermilk), cheese, butter, 
curd(cream) and other foods  served for breakfast or 
as snacks like honey, jam, eggs etc.  
Hello( god bless 

your sale) 
Xwa bazarit 

bida 
 

How much is a 
kilo?  

 kloy  beende?  

Do you have 
pasteurized 
milk? 

r mu’eqqem 
heye? 

 

How much is a 
bottle? 

Butl be ende?   

I want some local 
cheese (curd). 

Hend penr( 
qeymax) 
kurdm ew.  


  

What sorts of 
butter do you 

i core 
Kereyekit 
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have? heye?  
How much does 

this piece cost? 
Em pareye bay 
ende? 


 

How many grams 
is it? 

emd grame?   

How is that 
yogurt? Isn’t it 
sour? 

Ew maste one? 
Titi niye?  

 
 

Is it safe (clean)? Selamete( 
pake)?  

  

I need some 
genuine honey.   

Hend hengwn  
eslm dew. 


  

Can I taste it? Yarmet heye 
tamk bikem? 


 

Give me 10 eggs 
please. 

Bzehmet de 
hlkem  
bider.  


  

Don’t put in 
broken (spoilt) 
eggs. 

Hlkey ikaw 
(ps ) t meke. 


  

Any thing more( 
you need)? 

H tirit naw.   

Thank you, how 
much is the 
bill? 

Supas, 
hisabekey 
ekate end?  
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Conversation at the confectionery’s 
 

  
   

Note : 
There are many varieties of local sweets most of 
whose names even local people usually don’t 
remember. So it is not necessary to trouble yourself 
with them. You can just point to the type an ask for 
it. Only the commonest types will be mentioned. 
Almost all sweets are made from different 
proportions of wheat flour, sugar, oil, eggs, milk, 
and flavors. Confectionery shops also serve sherbet, 
fruit juices, ice creams, and other soft drinks.
     
Birmah( tube 

shaped dry or 
wet sweet) 

birme  

Cake Kk    
Chorak( dry with 

sesame) 
orek   

Creamy cake   Kk ter  
Ice cream Askrm, dondirme  
Luqmah qazi( 

balls of sugar & 
flour fried in 

Luqme qaz   
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oil) 
Paqlawah(wet 

rhombus 
shaped sweet 
with pieces of 
nut between it’s 
layers) 

Paqlawe  

Porridge Muhelleb   
Sha’riyah  e’rye  
Shakirlamah ekirleme  
How much is one 

kilo of 
paqlawa? 

Kloy paqlawe be 
ende? 


 

Bring me a dish 
of porridge & 
one birmah. 

Qap muhalleb  u 
birmeyekim  bo  
bne. 




  
A ( glass of) 

raisin sherbet! 
erbetk muj.    

A (glass 
of)melon juice 

Perdax aw kalek  
 

How much is 
that? 

end ekat?   
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Buying clothes  
 

Vocabulary 
 
Bathrobe Rob hemam  
Belt Qayi   
Blouse Bilz  
Boots Potn  
Braces eyale  
Button Dugme  
Cap Kaskt  
Coat Palto  
Dress Rob  
Gloves Destk  
Handkerchi

ef 
Destesir  

Hat epqe   
Jacket Yelek  
Jeans Kawboy  
Pajamas Bcame  
Sandals Ne’il  
Scarf Milp   
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Shirt Kiras  
Shoelace Qeytan  
Shoes Plaw  
Shorts ort  
Skirt Tenre  
Socks Gorew   
Suit Qat  
T- shirt Trt   
Tie Boyinbax  
Trousers Pantol  
Undershirt Fanle  
Veil Serpo   
 
Conversation 
 
Where can I buy 

some clothes? 
Le kw etwanim 

hend cil bikrim? 




 
I am just looking, 

thank you. 
Her seyr ekem, 

supas. 

 

I would like to 
see some shirts. 

Hez ekem hend 
kiras bibnim . 
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..plain/ stripped Sade/ xet xet \  
With long( short) 

sleeves. 
Qol dirj( qol kurt) 

  
My size is .. Endazem .. ye.   
My collar size is 

.. 
Endazey yexem 

..ye. 


  
This colour does 

not suit me. 
Em renge bo min 

nagunc. 


  
I don’t like this  

style. 
Hezim lem modle 
ye. 

 

It does not fit. Bom nab.  
It is to small/ 

large/ narrow/ 
wide. 

Zor bike/ 
gewreye/ teske/ 
delbe. 

\
\
\  

Can you shoe me 
some thing 
else? 

Etwan itk tirim 
nan bidey?  


 

Can you mend 
this tear for me? 

Etwan em 
dirawyem bo ak 
bikeytewe?  
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Conversation at the bookshop  
  

 
Where  can I buy 

some paper? 
Le kw hend 

kagez bikrim?  

 

I need a bottle of  
ink. 

eyek  
merekebim  ew. 


  

Have you got 
envelopes? 

Zerf namet heye?    

Is there any book 
on learning 
Kurdish? 

H  kitb leser 
frbn Kurd 
heye?  




 
Have you got an 

English 
dictionary? 

Ferheng( qams) 
ngilzt heye?   




 
English- English ngilz- ngilz 

 
English- Arabic ngilz- Ereb    
Today’s 

newspaper 
please! 

Bzehmet 
rojnamey emro. 


 

Do you have 
English( 
foreign) books? 

Kitb ngilzt( 
ecnebt) heye? 
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Books on 

engineering. 
Kitb hendes.  

Books on health. Kitb  derbarey 
tendrst. 


 

Can you give me 
a bottle of 
eraser ink? 

eyek merekeb 
sipm nadeyt?  




 
Give me two 

pens , one black 
and one blue. 

D qelem cafim 
ber, yekki reu 
yekk n.  





 
Pocket calendar Taqwm girfan  
Diary book Salname  
Wall calendar Taqwm  dwar   
Can you put me 

on subscription 
for this 
newspaper? 

Lem rojnameyeda 
tirakim bo 
dan.  




 
How much is it 

for one year( 
month)? 

Sal (mang) end 
eka? 


 

Payment is in 
advance? 

Le pewe parekey 
bideyn? 
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How much a 
bond of paper 
costs? 

Bend kagez be 
ende? 


 

I need some good 
files, nylon is 
better. 

end fayilk  
akim  dew , 
naylon batire. 



 

Can you make 
this seal for 
me? 

Etwan em morem 
bo dirust bikey?  



 

It should be 
exactly the 
same size. 

Eb heman endaze 
b. 


 

When will it be 
ready? 

Key amade eb. 

Tomorrow 
afternoon is 
okay. 

 Sibeyn esir bae. 
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At the barber’s 
     

Can you show me 
a barber’s shop 
please. 

Bzehmet etwan 
dkan 
sertakim nan 
bidey. 





 
I want a haircut. Emew serim bo 

akey.  


  

I would like a 
shave. 

Emew rim bo 
bitai. 


 

Don’t cut it too 
short. 

Zor kurt 
mekerewe. 


 

Would you 
please trim my 
beard 
(moustache). 

Bzehmet rim 
(simlim) bo kurt 
nakeytewe. 




 
I part my hair on 

the left (right). 
Qijim be lay epa 

(rasta) la edem. 



 

Just trim my hair 
a bit . 

Yek toz qijim bo 
kurt kerewe.  

  
  

Don’t use razors 
please. 

Bzehmet gwzan 
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bekar mehne.  
A bit more off 

the back. 
Toz zyatir le 

dwawe bigre. 


  
That is fine, 

thank you. 
Zor bae, supas  

How much do I 
owe you? 

end eka?  

 
 
 
At the laundry       

   
I would like these 

clothes washed 
and ironed. 

Emw em cilanem 
bo bioytu tyan 
key. 





Will this stain 
come out? It is 
blood/ ink 

Em peleye l  
ebtewe? Xwne/ 
merekebe 



\
 

Iron this suit for 
me please. 

Bzehmet em 
qatem bo t ke. 


  

Can you sew this 
button on?  

Em dugmeyem bo 
edrtewe? 
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This shirt is not 
mine. 

Em kirase h min 
nye. 


  

 
 
 
At the telephone  office 

 
Is there a 

telephone office 
nearby? 

Lem nizkane 
nsngey telefon 
heye? 

 


 
Where is the 

telephone? 
Telefoneke le 

kwye? 


 
Can you get me 

this number? 
Etwan em 

jimareyem bo 
wergir? 



 

Hello, .. is 
speaking. 

Helew, .. qise eka. 
 

Can you put me 
through to Mr... 

Etwan  kak ..im 
beyt. 


 

I want to speak to 
.. 

Emew legel .. qise 
bikem. 


  

Sorry it is the Bibre jimareke 
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wrong number. heleye.  
Can I dial 

directly or I 
have to go 
through the 
operator. 

Rastewxoye yan 
eb  dawa le 
bedale bikem. 



  

Can you get me 
this number and 
transfer it to my 
house? 

Etwan em 
jimareyem bo 
wargirtu wasl 
key bo malewe?  





 
How much you 

charge per 
minute? 

Deqey end hisab 
eken? 


 

I want to pay for 
the telephone 
call. 

Emew parey 
telefoneke bidem. 


  

Did any one 
telephone me? 

Kes telefon bo 
nekirdim? 


 

Have you got fax 
service? 

Fakstan heye?  

Can you send this 
fax for me? 

Etwan em faksem 
bo binr? 


 

Do you have 
cheap time? 

Kat herzantan 
heye? 
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At the photographer’s   
  

I would like to 
buy a camera. 

Emew kamrayek 
bikrim. 


 

Will you please 
check my 
camera? 

Bzehmet fehsk 
em kamrayem 
bo nakey. 





  
The film is stuck. Filmekey tda 

grawe. 


 

The flash does 
not work. 

Filaeke  nakat. 
 

Will you process 
this film for 
me? 

Em filmem bo 
naoytewe. 


 

Will you print 
this film for 
me? 

Em filmem bo ap  
nakey. 


  

I want a good 
colour film. 

Filmk 
rengawreng 
baim dew. 



  

I want to have 
my photo taken. 

Emew resmkim 
bigr.   
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I want 6 black 
and white 
(coloured) 
photos. 

e wney reu 
sipm ( 
rengawrengim) 
dew.  





  

When will my 
photos be 
ready? 

Key wnekanim 
amade debin? 
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Health & illness 
 

In case of need for medical care one can either go to 
health centres and hospitals or to a private clinic 
(usually open in the afternoon). Though one can 
contact these places for consultation but normally 
doctors do not attend you and no treatment is given 
over the telephone. So you should go to the clinic. 
You will not have difficulty in explaining your 
problem since doctors usually speak English.  
 
Parts of the body 
 
Appendix Rxole kwre  
Arm Qol  
Back Pit  
Artery Xwenber   
Blood Xwn  
Bone sik, sqan  
Chest Sne, sing  
Breast Memik  
Ear Gw, gwke   
Elbow Anik  
Eye aw  
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Face Demaw  
Finger Pence  
Foot P   
Hair Qij  
Hand Dest  
Head Ser  
Heart Dil  
Intestine Rxole  
Joint Cumge  
Kidney Gurle  
knee Ejno  
Leg Qa, laq   
Lip Lw  
Liver Ciger  
Lung S   
Mouth Dem  
Muscle Masulke  
Neck Mil  
Nerve Demar  
Nose Lt  
Rib Peras   
Shoulder an  
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Skin Pst  
Spine Feqerat  
Stomach Meyide  
Thigh Ran  
Throat Qurg  
Tongue Ziman  
Tonsils Lewzetn  
Tooth Dan  
Urine Mz  
Vein Werd  
Wrist Meek  
 
 
Some medical terms and common symptoms 
Abdominal 

pain 
Sik e 

Bleeding Nezf  
Brain stroke Sektey demax  
Breathlessness Tenge nefes   
Capsule Gulac  
Cough Koke  
Diarrhea shal, sik n  
Dysuria Mze irk   
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Fever Ta  
Headache Sere, jane ser 

 
Heart attack Sektey dil  
Heartburn Dile kiz   
Itching Xuran  
Injection Derz   
Numbness Sir   
Pain Azar  
Palpitation Dilekut    
Pill Heb  
Tiredness Hlak    
Toothache Dane  
Vertigo Ser gje  
Vomiting Ri anewe  
Weakness Lawaz   
Wound Zam, birn  
 
 
Conversation at the clinic 
How can I get 

a doctor? 
on duktorkim 

dest kew? 
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Is there a 
doctor 
(hospital) 
nearby? 

Lem nizkane 
duktor( 
xestexane) heye?  




 
Is there a drug 

store near 
by? 

Lem nizkane 
dermanxane 
(seydel) heye?   





  
I should have 

my eyes 
(heart) 
checked. 

Eb fehsk awim 
(dilim) bikem.  



  

I have 
headache. 

Serim d.  

My tooth 
aches. 

Danim d.  

I feel week. Hest be lawaz 
ekem. 


 

I want my 
tooth is 
filled. 

Emew em danem 
bo pir keytewe. 


  

I can’t sleep 
from pain. 

Letaw azar xewim 
l nakew. 


 

   
Get me a 

painkiller. 
Hebk azarim 
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bobne.  
Do you have 

some thing 
for 
diarrhoea? 

Dermankit niye 
bo sikn? 


 

A cough syrup 
please. 

Bzehmet irbk 
koke. 




  
I need some 

thing for 
fever. 

Dermankim ew 
bo ta. 


 

I am diabetic/ 
hypertensive/ 
asthmatic 

Min ekreme/ 
zextime/ rebme. 

\
\
 

I am allergic 
to … 

Hesasiyetim heye 
be .. 
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At the optician’s  


Is there an 
optician’s shop 
nearby? 

Lem nizkane 
dkan eyneksaz 
heye? 




 
I have broken my 

glasses. 
Eynekekem 
ikawe. 

 

Can you repair 
them? 

Etwan bom  
akeytewe?  


 

Can you recheck 
my eyes? 

Etwan fehs awim 
bikeytewe?   


 

How much it 
costs? 

end  t e? 
 

When shall I 
come back for 
them? 

Key boy  bmewe?  

I would like to by 
a pair of 
sunglasses. 

Emew eyne 
kk ems (hetaw 

) bikrim.  
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Familial relations 
Very strong familial relations prevail among kurdish 
people and this affects all aspects of their life 
making them share their delights and grieves. These 
relashinships should be taken into consideration 
while living with or working  for populations 
particularly in the villages. 
    
Grandfather Bapre  
Grandmather Nenik  
Father Bawik  
Mother Dayik  
Son Kur  
Daughter Ki   
Brother Bira  
Sister  Xuk  
Cousin from 

father’s side 
Amoza  

Cousin from 
mother’s side 

Xaloza  

Aunt Pr   
Uncle from 

father’s side 
Mam  

Uncle from 
mother’s side 

Xal  
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Relative Xizim  
Relations Xizmayet   
Son( brother in 

law) 
Zawa  

Daughter in law Bk  
Mother in law Xes   
Father in law Xezr  
Fiance Dezgran  
   
  
This is my 

brother 
Eme birame  

Is this gentleman 
related to you? 

Em pyawe 
xizimte? 

  

We are relatives (me) xizmn   
We  are friends. (me) 

hawryn. 

 

We are from the 
same region.  

Xelk 
yekwnn. 

 

She is my sister 
in law. 

Jin birame.  

He is my brother 
in law. 

Zawame 
(mrdxukim
e) 
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Are any of your 
relatives 
employed here? 

Kes le 
xizmekanit 
lre 
damezrawin? 


 

We don’t employ 
first degree 
relatives.  

Xizm derece 
yek 
danamezrnn. 


  

Tomorrow is 
wedding of my 
cousin. 

Sibeyn 
amozakem jin 
dehn. 


  

I am invited to a 
birthday party. 

Dawet 
kirawim bo 
cejn 
ledaykbn. 


  

Are people of this 
village 
relatives? 

Xelk em dye 
xizmin?  



How many 
widows live in 
this village?  

Em dye end 
bwejin 
tdaye?  


 

Talking  about your orhaznizations' activities 
 We are from .. 

organization. 
me le rkxraw 

.. n  


  

I am programme 
manager 

Min berweber 
bernamem 
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(representative). (niwnerim.)     
We work for 

children 
/women / the 
old. 

me  dekeyn 
bo mindalan/ 
jinan/ pran. 


\\  

We have offices 
(branches)  in .. 

Ofsman 
(liqman)heye 
le .. 


  

   
We want to do 

something for 
the needy 
people of this 
area.  

Emanew itk 
bo xelk 
muhtac em 
naweye 
bikeyn.    



  

With whom we 
can speak? 

Legel k qise 
bikeyn?  

 

What is the 
population of 
this village? 

Jimarey 
dantwan em 
dye ende?  


 

How many 
families? 

end xzan?  

Do any widows 
live here? 

H bwejin lre 
dej? 

 

What are your 
major 

Mukle 
gewrekantan 
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problems? n?  
Do any displaced 

people live 
here?  

H aware lre 
dejn? 

 

   
What do you do 

for a living? 
Be dejt?   

How much is 
your monthly 
income? 

Dahat 
manganet 
ende?  


 

How many hours 
do you work 
per day?  

Roj end se’at 
 dekey? 


 

How is your 
farming? 

Zer’attan one?  

How many 
children do you 
have? 

end mindalit 
heye? 

 

How many of 
your children 
go to school? 

end mindalit 
deine 
qutabxane? 


 

How many of 
your children 
go to work? 

end mindalit  
deken? 


 

Do you have drop 
outs? 

Kesyan wazian 
le xwndin 
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hnawe? 
   
What is your 

name? 
Nawut ye?  

How old are you? Temenit ende?  
Do you go to 

school? 
Dete 

qutabxane? 
 

What does your 
father do? 

Bawkit  ye?  

Is you father 
(mother) alive? 

Bawkit (daykit) 
mawe? 


 

Do you go to 
work? 

H   dekey?   

Do you like to 
return to 
school? 

Hez dekey 
bitewe 
qutabxane? 


 

   
We try to make 

your life better. 
Hewil dedeyn 

jiantan batir 
keyn? 


  

How do you 
think we can 
help this 
people? 

Belay towe on 
etwann 
yarmet em 
xelke bideyn? 
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Have you got any 
livestock? 

Mer  malattan 
heye? 

 

How is your 
water? Is it 
sufficient 
(clean?) 

Aweketan one? 
Betan  deka 
(pake?) 




  
Our resources are 

limited. 
mkanatman 

mehdde. 


  

We will do our 
best to help 
you. 

Herman ledest 
b botan 
dekeyn. 


  

Thank you for 
your 
cooperation. 

Supas bo 
hawkartan. 
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Vocabulary   
 
A   
Abdominal Pain Sik e  
Address Nawnian, 

nwan 

 

Afraid Tirsaw  
After Dway, pa  
Afternoon Esir, pa nwero  
Air Hewa  
Air cooler Muberride   
Airplane Firoke  
All Hem  
Almost Teqrben  
Always heme  
Another Yekk  tir  
Answer Welam  
Appendix Rxole kwre  
Appetite tiha  
Apple Sw  
Appointment Mew'id  
April Nsan  
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Arm Qol  
Arrival Geytin  
Art Huner  
Artery Xwenber  
Artist Hunermend  
Ask Pirsyar kirdin  
Assistant Yarmetder  
Attention Diqqet  
August Ab  
Aunt Pr   
Autumn Payiz  
Axe Tewir  
 
B 

  

Baby Sawa  
Back Pit  
Backgammon Tawle  
Bad xirap  
Bag anta  
Baker Nanewa  
Bakery Nanewaxane  
Balance Teraz   
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Banana Moz  
Bandage Lefaf  
Bank Bank  
Bar Bar  
Barber Serta   
Barley Co  
Basket Zemle  
Bathrobe Rob hemam  
Battery Pl  
Battery, Large Pl gewre  
Battery, Medium 

Size 
Pl waset  

Battery, Small 
Size 

Pl qelem   

Be, to be Bn  
Beautiful Cwan  
Beauty wan  
Bed Nuwn  
Bee Heng  
Beehive Preheng  
Beer  Bre  
Before Lep   
Below Lejr  
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Belt Qayi   
Belt Qayi   
Benzene Benzn  
Bicycle Paskl  
Big Gewre  
Bitter Tal  
Black Re   
Black  And 

White 
Reu sip    

Blackboard Textere   
Blacksmith Asinger  
Blanket Betan   
Bleeding Nezf  
Blood Xwn  
Blouse Bilz  
Blue n  
Bone sik, sqan   
Boots Potn  
Border Sinr  
Bottle Butil  
Box Qut, paket  
Braces eyale  
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Brain Stroke Sektey demax  
Bread Nan  
Break, to  kandin  
Breakfast Nani beyan   
Breast Memik  
Breathlessness Tenge nefes   
Bridge Pird  
Bring Hnan  
Brother Bira  
Brown Qawey   
Brush File  
Bucket Setil  
Buffalo Gam   
Build Dirust kirdin  
Building Bna  
Building Bina  
Bull  Ga  
Bullet Gulle  
Burn, n Staw   
Burn, to Stan  
Burnt Staw  
Businessman Bazirgan, tacir  
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Butcher Qesab  
Butter Kere  
Button Dugme, qope  
Button Dugme  
 
C 

  

Cabbage Kelerim    
Cafe axane  
Calf Gwreke  
Call, to Bang kirdin  
Camera Kamra  
Cannon; gun Top  
Cap Kaskt  
Capsule Gulac  
Carpenter Darta   
Carpet Fer   
Carry, to Helgirtin  
Castle Qala  
Cat Pile  
Catastrophe Karesat  
Cave Ekewt  
Celery Kerewuz  
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Centre Merkez  
Century Sede  
Chair Kurs   
Chalk Tebar  
Change, money Wurde  
Change, to Gorn  
Cheap Herzan  
Check Pikinn  
Cheese Penr  
Cherry Glas  
Chess etrenc  
Chest Sne, sing  
Chicken Mirk  
Chicken, Cooked Mirki kulaw  
Chicken, Grilled Mirki birjaw  
Child Mindal  
Children Mindalan  
Christian Mesh, diyan    
Church Kense  
Cigarette Cigere  
Cigarette Lighter erx   
City ar  
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Class Pol  
Clean Pak  
Clean Xawn   
Climate Cew ke   
Clock Saat  
Close, near Nizk  
Close, to Daxistin  
Closed Daxiraw  
Closed Qepat, 

daxiraw 
 

Cloud Hewir  
Coal Xelz  
Coat Palto  
Coca Cola Sard   
Cock Keler  
Coffee Qawe  
Cold Sard  
Cold Sard  
Colleague Hawkar  
Colleague Hawkar  
Coloured Rengawreng  
Colourless Breng  
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Come Hatin  
Come back Geranewe  
Common Baw  
Compass Qiblenuma  
Complaint ikayet  
Cook, n Tabbax  
Cook, to (t)lnan  
Cool Fnik   
Cotton Loke  
Cough Koke  
Cousin from 

father’s side 
Amoza  

Cousin from 
mother’s side 

Xaloza  

Cow Manga  
Cream Qeymax  
Credit ’tbar  
Cucumber Xeyar  
Cup Kp  
 
D 

  

Dark Tox, tr  
Date Berwar  
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Daughter Ki   
Daughter in law Bk  
Day Roj  
Day Before 

Yesterday 
Pr   

Dear  Berz  
Death Mirdin  
Decade Deye  
December Kann yekem  
Delay Dwa kewtin  
Department Be, fermange  
Diarrhoea shal, sik n  
Die, to Mirdin  
Dinner Qawelt   
 Dirty  ps  
Disability Kemendam   
Disabled Kemendam  
Dish Qap  
Displaced Aware  
Do, to Kirdin  
Doctor Duktor  
Dog Seg  
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Donkey Ker, gwdirj  
Door Derga  
Draught Wikesal   
Dress Rob  
Driver Sayeq, ofr  
Drug Derman  
Drug store Dermanxane  
Dry Wuk  
Duck Miraw    
Dull  kul   
Duty Wacib  
Dysuria Mze irk   
 
E 

  

Ear Gw, gwke   
Earthquake Bmelerze  
Eat Xwardin  
Egg Hlke  
Egg, Boiled Hlkey kulaw  
Egg, Fried(With 

Oil) 
Hlkew  ron  

Elbow Anik  
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Electricity Kareba  
Electricity Kareba  
Employee Karmend  
Empty Xal   
End Kotay   
Engineer Endazyar  
Enter nejrewe  
Evening ware  
Event Rdaw  
Every ~ Hem   
Exhibition Panga  
Expensive Giran  
Eye aw  
F   
Face Demaw  
Family Xzan  
Family Xzan  
Fan Panke  
Far away Dr  
Farm Mezre’e  
Farm Klge  
Farmer Ctyar  
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Farmer Ctyar   
Farmer Ctyar  
Farming Zera’et  
Father Bawik  
Father in law Xezr  
February ubat  
Fence Perjn  
Fever Ta  
Fiancé Dezgran  
Field Meydan, klge  
Field officer Berpirsyar 

meydan   

 

Fig Hencr  
File(instrument) Birben  
Film Film  
Find Doznewe  
Finger Pence  
Finish, to Tewaw kirdin  
Fire Agir  
Fish Mas   
Flood Lafaw  
Floor Qat  
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Foot P   
Fork etal  
Fountain Fware, kan   
Fox Rw   
Friend Hawr  
Friend Hawr  
Front P   
Frost Zuqum  
Fruit Juice Awi mwe,   
Fuel Stemen   
Full Pir  
 
G 

  

Gardener Baxewan  
Garlic Sr  
Glass(cup) Perdax  
Glass(material)  e  
Glasses Eynek  
Gloves Destk  
Go Rotin   
Goat Bizin  
Golden Altn   
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Goldsmith Zeringer  
Good Ba  
Goose Qaz  
Governorate Parzga  
Grandfather Bapre  
Grandmother Nenik  
Grapes Tir   
Grapes, Black Tiry re   
Grapes, White Tiry sip   
Grave Gor  
Green Sewz  
Grey Resas, xolem   
Guard Pasewan, 

heres 
 

Guide awsax  
 
H 

  

Hair Qij  
Hair Comb ane  
Hair Drier( 

Curler) 
Muceffife  

Half Nw  
Hammer eku   
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Hand Dest  
Hand grenade Narincok  
Hand Light( 

Torch) 
Layit  

Handkerchief Destesir( desir)   
Handkerchief Destesir  
Happy Dilxo   
Harvest Direw  
Hat epqe   
Have, to Hebn  
He, She, It Ew   
Head Ser  
Headache Sere, jane ser  
Heart Dil  
Heart Attack Sektey dil  
Heartburn Dile kiz   
Heavy Qurs  
Help Komek  
Help, to Yarmat dan  
High Berz  
Hill Gird  
Hire Be kir girtin  
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Holiday Utle, Pi   
Home Mal  
Honey Hengwn  
Horse Esp  
Hospital Nexoxane  
Hot Gerim  
Hour Se’at, kajr  
Hours Esp  
House Xan     
How Long? Heta key?  
How Many? end?  
How Much? end?  
How? on?  
 
I 

  

I Min  
Ice Sehol  
Illiterate Nexwndewar  
Illness Nexo   
Illness Nexo   
Important Giring  
Income Dahat  
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Injection Derz   
Injury Birndar   
Ink Merekeb  
Interpreter Tercuman  
Intestine Rxole  
Invitation Daawet  
Iron  t   
Itching Xuran  
 
J 

  

Jackal eqel  
Jacket Yelek  
Jam Muraba  
January Kann  dhem  
Jeans Kawboy  
Joint Cumge  
Judge Hakim  
Jug Srah   
July Temz  
June Huzeyran  
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K 
Kebab  Kebab  
Kettle Kitr    
Key Kill  
Kidney Gurle  
Kinship  Xizmayet  
Kite kolare  
Knee Ejno  
Knife eqo  
 
L 

  

Lady Xanim  
Lamb Berx  
Last Duwa  
Last ~ Raburd   
Last Month Mang reburd   
 Late direng   
Leave Icaze  
Leave, to Bechtin  
Leg Qa, laq   
Lettuce Kah   
Life Jiyan  
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Light Kal  
Light sk  
Lip Lw  
Literate xwndewar  
Little  kem  
Liver Ciger  
Local Nawxo  
Lock Qufil  
Locust Kulle  
Long Dir  
Loose il  
Loose il  
Lose, to Wun kirdin  
Low nizim  
Low Nizim  
Lunch Nani nwero  
Lung S   
 
M 

  

Mad t  
Man Piaw  
Management dare   
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Manager Berweber  
March Mart  
Market Bazar  
Mason Westa  
Matches iqarte  
Mauve Mor  
May Mayis  
Meat Got  
Meeting Kobnewe  
Melon Kalek  
Middle Nawerast  
Midnight Nweew  
Migrant Penaber  
Migration Penabirdin  
Milk r  
Mill A   
Minute Deqqe, xulek  
Mirror Awne  
Miss Xan  
Mistake Hele  
Monday Demme   
Money Pare  
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Month Mang  
Morning Beyan   
Mosque Mizgewt  
Mosquito Mle  
Mother Dayik  
Mother in law Xes   
Mountain ax  
Mouse Mik  
Mouth Dem  
Move lan  
movie Flm  
Mr. Kak  
Mrs. Xat, Bac , 

..xan 
  

Much Little Zor kem   
Mule Hstir  
Muscle Masulke  
Museum Mzexane  
 
N 

  

Nail Bizmar  
Nail Clipper Nnokker  
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Name Naw  
 Narrow tesik  
Nation Netewe  
Near Nizk  
Necessary Zerr   
Neck Mil  
Neck Tie Boyinbax  
Needle Derz   
Needy Muhtac  
Nerve Demar  
New Taze  
Next Week Heftey dahat   
Night ew  
Nobody Kes  
Noon Nwero  
Nose Lt  
November Tirn dhem  
Now sta  
Numbness Sir   
 
O 

  

October Tirn  yekem  
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Old Pr   
Old Man Premrd  
Old Woman Prjin  
Old(not new) Kon  
Onion Piyaz  
Only Tenya  
Open, n Kirawe  
Open, to Kirdinewe  
Orange Pirteqal  
Orange(colour) Pirteqal   
Orchard Bax  
Orchard Bax  
Oxen Ga  
 
P 

  

Pain Azar  
Painter Wnek  
Pyjamas Bcame  
Palpitation Dilekut   
Pan, frying  Tawe  
Painting Wnekan  
Pants  ort  
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Paper Kaxez  
Parsley Kerewuz  
Path Rga  
Pay Pare dan  
Peace At   
Peach Qox  
Pear Herm     
Pen Pandan  
Pencil Qelem( qelemi 

resas) 


  
Pencil sharpener Qelem dader   
People Xelik  
Pepper Bber  
Petrol Nawt  
Photograph Wne  
Pill Heb  
Pillow Pit   
Pink Pemey   
Pipe Payp, sebil  
Pipe Bor   
Pishtehn( Cloth 

rolled around 
Pitn  
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the waist in 
local dress) 

Pistol Demane  
Place wn   
Play Yar   
Play, game Yar   
Pleasant Xo   
Ploughing Ct kirdin  
Point Nukte  
Pomegranates Henar  
Poor Hejar  
Poor Hejar  
Porter Hemal  
Potatoes Petate  
Price Nirx, qmet  
Printing  ap kirdin  
Public Git   
Pump Pemp  
Purple Erxewan   
 
Q 

  

Quick Xra   
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Queue  
 
R 

Sere  

Racket Rekte  
Radio Radyo  
Rain Baran  
Razor Blade Gwzan  
Ready Amade  
Really Berast   
Red Sr  
Refrigerator Selace  
Relationship peywend  
Relatives, kins Xizim  
Religion Ayin  
Representative Niwner  
Research Twjnewe   
Researcher Twjer  
Restaurant Met'em, 

txane 
  

Rib Peras   
Rice Birinc  
Rice Field Mereze  
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Rich Dewlemend  
Rifle Tifeng  
Rights Maf  
River Rubar  
Road Rga  
Rocket Mek  
Roof Serban  
Ruler Raste  
Ruler Raste  
 
S 

  

Sad  dilteng   
Salad Zelate  
Salt xw   
Salty Swr  
Sandals Ne’il  
Saturday emme  
Sauce Sas  
Saw Miar  
Scarf Milp   
Scarlet Al  
School Qutabxane  
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School Qutabxane  
Scissors Miqest  
Scorpion Dpik  
Screw Birg   
Screw driver Dernefz  
Second Saniye, irke  
Security council Encmen 

asayi  

 

See Bnn  
Sell Firotin  
September Eyll  
Sewing machine Mekney 

xeyat  

 

Shampoo ampo   
Sharp tj  
Shaving Cream Derman( 

me’cn) r  


  

Shaving Machine Mekney r 
tan 

 

Sheep Mer  
Shell Pare  
Shepherd wan  
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Sherwal(Local 
Trousers) 

erwal  

Shirt Kiras  
Shirt Kiras  
Shoe Wax Boyaxi plaw  
Shoelace Qeytan  
Shoes Plaw  
Shop Dkan  
Shopkeeper Dkandar  
Short kurt  
Shorts ort   
Shoulder an  
Sick Nexo   
Side La  
Sign Nane  
Sister  Xuk  
Sit down Dantin  
Skin Pst  
Skirt Tenre  
 Slow  hwa   
Slowly Behwa   
Small bik  
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Smoke, to Cigere kan  
Snake Mar  
Snakebite Mar pwedan  
Snow Befir  
Snow Befir  
Soap Sabn  
Soap Sabn   
Soccer Dgol   
Socks Gorew   
Soldier Serbaz  
Son Kur  
Son( brother) in 

law) 
Zawa  

Soon Bezy   
Soup Sp  
Sour Tir    
Sowing Tow kirdin  
Spade Xakenaz  
Spine Feqerat  
Spoon Kewik  
Spring Behar  
Spring, Water Kan   
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Stable, Animal Gewur  
Staff Karmend  
Stain Leke, pele  
Stomach Meyide  
Stove Zopa  
Stream Coge  
Street Cadde  
Strong Behz  
Sugar ekir  
Suit qat  
Suitable Guncaw  
Sum Ko  
Summer Hawn  
Sunday Yekemme  
Supper Nani ware  
Sweet rn  
Swim, to Mele kirdin  
Swimming pool Hewzi mele  
T   
T- Shirt Trt   
Table Mz  
Take Wergirtin  
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Tank Tank, debabe  
Tasteless Btam  
Tasty Betam  
Tea a, ay   
Tea Glass Pyale  
Tea, With Milk iru  a    
Tea, With Sugar ay rn  
Tea, Without 

Sugar 
ay tal  

Teapot Qor   
Teaspoon Kewiki ay   
Television Telefizyon  
Television Telefizyon  
Tell Wutin  
They Ewan   
Thick Estr  
Thigh Ran  
Thin Tenik  
This Year Em sal  
Thread Dez   
Throat Qurg  
Thursday Pncemme  
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Tie Boyinbax  
Tight Tund  
Tight Tund  
Till Heta  
Tire Taye  
Tiredness Hlak    
Tobacco Ttin  
Tobacco Ttin  
Today Emro  
Tomorrow Sibeyn   
Tongue Ziman  
Tonsils Lewzetn  
Tooth Dan  
Tooth Brush Filey dan  
Tooth Paste Derman( 

me’cn) dan 


  

Toothache Dane  
Town aroke  
Travel Sefer  
Tree Dirext  
Trousers Pantol  
Trousers Pantol  
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Truck Lor   
Tuesday Semme  
Turkey Qel  
 
U 

  

Ugly Narn  
Uncle from 

father’s side 
Mam  

Uncle from 
mother’s side 

Xal  

Undershirt Fan1le  
Underwear Jr kiras  
United nations Netewe 

yekgirtwekan  
 

 Unpleasant  naxo   
Urgent Fewr   
Urgent Ferw   
Urine Mz  
Use Bekarhnan  
 
V 

  

Vacant ol  
Veil Serpo   
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Vein Werd  
Vertigo Ser gje  
Village Gund, d   
Village D  
Violet Wenewey   
Vomiting Ri anewe  
 
W 

  

Want, to Wstin  
War Ceng, er  
Warm Germ  
Wash utin  
Wasp Zerdewale  
Watch  Se’at  
Water Aw  
Water Melon t    
WC Awdest, 

tewalt 
 

We me   
Weak  lawaz  
Weakness Lawaz   
Weapon ek  
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Wear Leber kirdin  
Weather Cew, ke   
Wednesday waremme  
Week Hefte  
Wet Ter  
What? ?  
Wheat Genim  
Wheat Flour Ard  
When? Key?  
Where? Lekw ?  
White Sip   
Why?  Bo?  
Wide Pan  
Wind Ba  
Window Pencere  
Wine erab, Me 

rb 

 

Winter Zistan  
Wish Zrez   
Wolf Gurg  
Woman Jin  
Women Jinan  
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Wood Dar, texte  
Woods Daristan  
Wool Xur   
Work , kar   
Work, to  kirdin  
Worker Kirkar  
Working ker  
Worm Kirm  
Wound Zam, birn  
Wrist Meek  
Writer Nser  
 
Y 

  

Year Sal  
Yellow Zerd  
Yesterday Dwn   
Yogurt Mast  
Yogurt With 

Water 
Mastaw  

You To  
You(Pl.) we  
Young Genc, law  
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Your Highness. Qurban     
Youth n. Lawan  
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